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Abstract—This paper considers a networked control loop, where
the plant is a “slave” part, and the remote controller and observer
constitute the “master”. Since the performance of networked con-
trol systems (NCS) depends on the quality of service (QoS) avail-
able from the network, it is worth to design a controller that takes
into account qualitative information on the QoS in realtime. The
goal of the design is to provide a controller that guarantees the fol-
lowing two things: 1) high performances (here expressed by expo-
nential decay rates) when the QoS remains globally the same and
2) global stability when the QoS changes. In order to guarantee
the global stability, the controller will switch by respecting a dwell
time constraint. The dwell time parameters are obtained by using
the switched system theories and the obtained conditions are linear
matrix inequalities. An experiment illustrates how the controller
can be implemented for a control over Internet application (remote
control of a small robot).

Index Terms—Gain scheduling, linear matrix inequality (LMI),
Lyapunov-Krasovskii method, networked control systems, time
delay approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the development of computer networks and of
communication technologies, real-time control over

networks became possible and attracted a lot of attention [see
[7], [12], [33], and [38] for a general overview on control
trends and approaches for networked control systems (NCS)].
At the same time, in addition to the resulting gain of flexibility,
the other expected performances (speed, robustness) also keep
growing, and such a demand has to cope with the perturbations
the networks induce. Data-packet loss and disorder, time lags
depending on the traffic load, asynchronism, bandwidth lim-
itation, belong to such classical drawback of communication
networks. This is why real-time control applications classi-
cally prefer token ring local area networks, whereas cheaper
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technologies such as Internet and Ethernet are still limited to
less demanding applications such as remote monitoring. The
present work aims at both guaranteeing and improving the
real-time control performances achievable with classical net-
works that allow for sending time-stamped packets, including
Internet/Ethernet, wireless LAN, Bluetooth, Zigbee, etc.
Many authors already classified the perturbations induced by

communication networks and most of them can be regrouped
into time-lag effects (see [7], [12], [19], [33], and [38]). Such
network-induced delays vary depending on the network hard-
ware, the different protocols, data-packet losses and disorder.
This can cause poor performance, instability or danger (see for
instance of [8, ch. 1], [27], and the references herein). A va-
riety of stability and control techniques have been developed for
general time-delay systems [2], [9], [19], [26]. Many of these
techniques consider constant delays. Their adaptation to NCS is
either based on simplifying assumptions (considering the time
delay as constant [4], [14], [20], [39] is unrealistic in our case,
due to the dynamic character of the network), or lead to tech-
nical solutions that make the delay become constant: A delay
maximizing strategy [3], [16], [23] (“virtual delay”, “buffer”,
or “waiting” strategy) can be carried out so to make the delay
become constant and known. However, it is obvious that maxi-
mizing the delay up to its largest value decreases the speed per-
formance of the remote system. Concerning time-varying de-
lays, several other results were developed. Among them, [1] and
[22] considered a communication delay which value is less than
the sensor and controller sampling periods. In the Internet case,
this constraint leads to increase the sampling periods up to the
maximal network delay, which may be constraining for applica-
tions with fast dynamics. Predictor-based techniques were also
generalized to variable delays [34] but, in the Internet case, the
network delays cannot be modelled nor predicted and this lack
of knowledge does not allow for concluding. In [29] and [37],
LMIs allow for guaranteeing the stability of the closed-loop sys-
tems despite any variation of the communication delays, pro-
vided they stay within some interval, e.g., . In [37],
the results are based on Lyapunov-Razumikhin functions for
the continuous-time case, which leads to stability without ad-
ditional performance evaluation. In [29] Lyapunov-Krassovskii
functionals (LKF) are applied and exponential stabilization is
considered.
The structure of NCS that we consider is depicted on Fig. 1. It

is a single feedback loop which corresponds to the classical sim-
plification of more general NCS, while still capturing many im-
portant characteristics of NCS (see [12]). There, a plant (namely,
the Slave) is controlled by a remote controller and observer (the
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Fig. 1. Feedback NCS with observer-based controller.

Master) via a network. The two communication delays are de-
noted for the control channel (from Master to Slave) and

for the measurement channel (Slave to Master). Inspired
by [29], we limit the waiting delay strategy (aiming at obtaining
a constant, virtual delay as recalled above [3], [16], [23]) to the
Slave side, while on the side of Master there is no such addi-
tional delay. In this way, the measurement channel data can be
used directly by the Master as soon as received from the Slave.
It will be shown that this structure allows the Master to recon-
struct the present Slave’s state despite the delays. Note that it
could be possible to get rid of the waiting strategy in both the
control and measurement channel, and thus to allow a more re-
active communication. Such a solution was proposed in [30] at
the price of an additional complexity of the LMI involved in the
observer design. In the present paper, we prefer to avoid this ad-
ditional complexity and to focus on the switched gain control,
which effects on the performance more essentially.
A main novelty of the present paper lies in the introduction

of a QoS-dependent controller structure. In the existing works
[7], the stabilization is obtained on the basis of the two bounds

and , disregarding the way the delays vary between
these extrema. If the actual delays stay a long time near to ,
the robust control design keeps taking into account the worst
case (highest delay, lowest QoS). Such a cautious solution
generally yields poor speed performance andwe prefer to design
a switching controller that adapts to different intervals of delay
variation.
In this case, the usual techniques for time-delay systems

cannot be directly applied and one has to go to switched
systems techniques. Switched systems are dynamical hybrid
systems consisting of a family of continuous-time subsystems
and a logical rule that orchestrates the switching between
them [13], [17]. It is well established that the stability of the
subsystems themselves is not sufficient for the stability of the
overall system and Lyapunov techniques constitute the basis of
the global analysis. In what concerns switched time-delay sys-
tems, single [15], [31] and multiple [21] Lyapunov-Krasovskii
Functionals (LKFs) methods are the most frequently used for
the stabilization of the whole system. A common LKF can
ensure the stability with arbitrary switching, but it does not
necessarily exist. As an alternative, dwell-time-based switching
is considered in [11], [31], [35], and [36]. These results on
switched time-delay systems consider switched linear systems
with the same delays in all the modes.
In this paper, we consider a two-modes switched system with

a time-varying delay. We assume that the control input delay
may belong to two intervals: it is either small (belonging to

or big (belonging to ). Similarly, we assume

that the measurement time-varying delay is either small or
big. We derive novel conditions for the exponential stability
of switched systems with switched delays and coefficients.
Next, we solve the output-feedback stabilization problem by
designing switched gains for the controller and for the observer.
These gains are switched correspondingly to delay switches
(such delays are known from the round-trip-time (RTT) mea-
surement and a time-stamp strategy. Of course, more numerous
modes could be considered with an increased, offline computa-
tion effort, but this is not to be developed in the present paper.
Finally, differently from the existing works on NCS, we il-

lustrate the efficiency of our theoretical results by experimental
ones, where a light-inertia robot is controlled via Internet.
This paper is organized as follows. The features of NCS

as well as the problem statement are described in Section II.
Section III addresses the exponential stability analysis and
the design of switched time-delay systems. Exponential sta-
bility conditions under arbitrary switching is deduced. In
Section IV, multiple LKFs are adapted in the exponential
stabilization theory to get a better performance and the global
stability is guaranteed by adding the minimum dwell-time into
the switched system. The experimental example is given in
Section V and confirms the theoretical results.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

A. Description of the Considered System

In the NCS of Fig. 1, the process (“Slave”) is a low en-
ergy consumption system, the embedded computer of which has
a limited computation power. Thus, the control and observa-
tion complexity is concentrated on the remote Master computer
(the “Master”). This structure makes our theory and application
adaptable to sensor and actuator NCSs.
The transmission protocol UDP [24] is applied to communi-

cate the data packets between Master and Slave. It is known
that, compared to TCP/IP which retransmits the dropped out
data packets, UDP suffers from a lack of reliability. However,
in our situation, transmitting fresh data (control data and sam-
pled measurement data) is preferable to retransmitting old ones.
Finally, UDP is consuming much less time and is preferred to
TCP.

B. Three Delay Sources

In Fig. 1, the control channel total delay (Master-to-Slave)
results from the addition of the following three (vari-

able) delay sources: 1) the communication through the Internet;
2) the data-sampling (see [6]); and 3) the possible packet losses
(which can be seen as longer sampling in the case of UDP, see
[12]). The same phenomenon stands for the measuring channel
delay (Slave-to-Master) which total value is denoted .
1) Communication: The time-delays of communication
are variable and not bounded, it is reasonable to assume

an upper-bound value since if the time-delay surpasses this
value, the packet can be treated as lost.
2) Sampling and Packet Dropout: The real remote system,

including Master, Slave, and Network, must involve some data
sampling. However, following [6] and [28], this phenomenon is
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equivalent to a time-varying, discontinuous delay. If the sam-
pling period is not negligible, it constitutes a disturbance that
should be considered in the stabilization design [37]. If some
packet containing the Slave’s output (or Master’s control
data) sampled at is lost, or arrives later than the packet ,
then the other part only considers themost recent data (i.e., those
from ). The phenomenon acts as a longer sampling pe-
riod. is the maximum number of consecutive loss of packet.
The packet loss sampling and the sampling induced delay is

.
In conclusion, the total delays are treated as variable and

bounded

(1)

C. Output Stabilization

1) Stabilization for Closed-Loop System: The master-slave
exchanges are network packets composed of data information
and a time-stamp. From the master to the slave, the time stamps
represent the instant when the master would like to apply the
control input. In the other way, the time stamps represent the
time that the measurement has been done. The clocks of the
master and the slave are synchronized before powering up the
system. The network time protocol (NTP) [18] is used for this
purpose.
The Slave system, is constituted by the plant and a commu-

nication system. The communication system is in charge of re-
ordering the packets and applying the control value in the right
moment given by the master. It is also in charge of acquiring
the measurement and send them periodically to the master. The
measurement time is noted as by

(2)

where , , are, respectively, the
state, the input and the output vector. is the time of the last
update of the control value.
The master part is an observer-based state-feedback con-

troller with a communication structure. This latter compares
the newest measurements with its respective estimation done
at the time , i.e., when the data was acquired, and sends it
to the observer structure. The same method is used to send
the input value to the observer, ensuring the synchroniza-
tion of the observer and the plant. This is possible thanks
to the slave buffer, which allows the master to choose the
instant that the plant will apply the control value. The delay
induced by this buffer strategy must be larger than the max-
imum delay induced by the communication delay , i.e.,

. The last task is to send
the control values and the corresponding appliance time to the
slave.
The output controller (Master) is based on the following ob-

server:

(3)

where is the desired setpoint.
The estimation error is given by

(4)

Note that the error system does not depend on nor . This
ensures that the separation principle is applicable and allows for
reducing the study of the closed-loop dynamic to two smaller
stabilization problems. These two problems can be formulated
as delay-system stabilization problems [29]

(5)

(6)

where , , and
, being the resulting delays de-

scribed by the following.
2) QoS Adaptation With Switched Controller: In order to

enhance the performance of the system and take into account
the network QoS into the control, the controller switches to the
mode according to the value of the delay. The controller has
the information to which predefined subset of
belongs the delays. In the following, it is assumed that the
two delays are always in the same subset
, i.e., . This property can be

fulfilled by adjusting the waiting time on the control channel
with the measurement of the delays on each channels (i.e.,

is used to decide of the size of the control
channel buffer). The number of modes considered is two, i.e.,

. The two subsets are defined as: and
, where represents a small delay, and

represents a big delay. To cover all possible delays,
the bounds of the sets are chosen as and
then .
Remark 1: Only two modes are considered and the same

delay subsets are chosen for the controller and the observer for
sake of clarity. It is obvious that the results presented here can
be extended to more complex cases where the subsets are dif-
ferent for the two delays and where more modes are considered.
This is not detailed in this paper due to the heavy burden it may
cause to the comprehension.
The resulting controller differs slightly from the non

switching one. In the th mode, the time of appliance of the
control value is based on the maximum of the set , . It is
given by . The delay is detected by analyzing
the time stamps in the packets, or by measuring the RTT. This
introduce a delay in the delay measurement. According to this
measure, the switching strategy have the following properties.
1) As soon as a bigger delay is detected the controller must
switch to the corresponding mode to minimize distur-
bances due to a bad size of buffer (buffer ¡ delay).

2) The controller has to follow the dwell time requirements
when the detected delay becomes smaller, i.e., in a mode
smaller than the current mode. During the dwell time, the
controller artificially enlarge the delay to meet the proper-
ties of the current mode.

In its th mode, the controller is given by
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(7)

where is predicted control delay implied by the buffer.
when the communication delay is less or

equal to the buffer, otherwise and is not in
the same set than . This latter case occurs when the delay
moves from the set to , making the buffer smaller that the
delay, disturbing the observer (10).
Remark 2: An important feature of this controller is that it has

the ability to maintain artificially the delay at an higher value
simply by increasing the buffer size. So even if the communica-
tion delay is small, we can force to be big, i.e., it belongs to
. The global stability will be ensured by a correct use of this

ability.
Since a delay is either in or in , one naturally introduces

, the characteristic function of , defined by

if
otherwise.

(8)

The characteristic function of is . Since it is assumed
that the two delays are always in the same subsets we have

.
Now, considering the control problem (2) together with this

2-modes gain switching strategy, the stabilization problems of
observer and controller can be rewritten as follows:

(9)

(10)

It must be notified that the separation principle does not hold
in this case because of the term

. This term equals zero except when a switch frommode
1 to mode 2 occurs. This means that the separation principle
holds if there are no switches.

III. EXPONENTIAL OUTPUT-FEEDBACK STABILIZATION OF
SWITCHED TIME-DELAY SYSTEM

This part provides two results in the general framework of
time delay system with switches. The first one gives sufficient
conditions for guaranteed performance analysis of the modes of
a switched system with delays. The second subsection provides
a controller design procedure guaranteeing exponential stability
of each mode when no switch occurs. These two results are im-
portant to design a switching strategy guaranteeing stability and
performances.

A. Exponential Stability of Switched Time-Delay Systems

Consider the switched system

(11)

where the delays are assumed to be fast-varying
(no restrictions on the delay-derivative) within these bounds.
The easy way to guarantee the stability of a switched system

with arbitrary switches is to find a common LKF for each mode.
This has a negative effect on the decay rate which will be the
same in all the modes (the worse one) and it is not the goal of
QoS-based controller. Another way to deal with switch system
is to consider a LKF for eachmode and compute someminimum
dwell time requirement for stability and performances. This al-
lows performances adaptation according to the current QoS and
has a reduced conservatism (in term of finding gains and LKF
for some ).
For the present problem, the stability analysis is performed

by using a pair of LKFs for each mode. In order to compute a
dwell time condition, they must be easy to compare so they have
the same structure

(12)

where represents the mode and .
Remark 3: These functionals are taking into account the two

possible subsets for the delay. It has no repercussions on the
conservatism even in the case where the delay is considered
to be in a given subset (for example the delay is considered
to belong to ). The proof is based on setting the appropriate
matrices close to zero.
The following condition along the trajectories of (11)

(13)

implies some decay rate on the LKF

(14)

The latter implies exponential stability of (11) since

The following theorem gives conditions guaranteeing expo-
nential stability with prescribed decay rate in each mode sep-
arately. It DOES NOT ensure stability of the system (11) for
arbitrary switches.
Theorem 1: Given , if there exist -ma-

trices , , , , ,
and such that the LMIs (15), (16) with (17) are feasible,
then each mode of switched delay system (11) is ex-
ponentially stable with the rate for all fast-varying delays

. See (15) and (16) at the bottom of the next page,
holds, where
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(17)

Proof: Computing (13) with the LKFs (12) gives

(18)

1) We start with the case of , i.e., , ,
. Note that

Applying the Jensen’s inequality [9] for gives

(19)

Then, denoting

we obtain

(20)

We use further the descriptor method [5]. The following
quantity:

with some matrices , of the appropriate size, is
added into the right-hand side of (20). Following [10], we
also add free weighting matrices

(15)

(16)
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Setting
, the inequality

(21)

is satisfied if the LMI (15) holds.
2) Continuing with the case , i.e., , by
applying the same method with and , we
obtain:

(22)

The (21) with is then satisfied if the LMI (16) holds.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 4: Note that the Theorem 1 can also be easily ap-

plied to arbitrary switches by using the same LKF for both the
switching modes, i.e., fixing

.
Form this remark, the following result is obtained.
Corollary 1: Given , if there exist -matrices

, ,

, , , and such that the
LMIs (15), (16) with notations given in (17) are feasible, then
the arbitrary switching delay system (11) is exponentially stable
with the rate for all fast-varying delays
.

B. Strategy for the Output Stabilization

The results presented here are direct consequence of theorem
1. They provide a design procedure to guarantee prescribed per-
formances in each mode. As it was the same case as in Theorem
1, it DOES NOT ensure the stability when arbitrary switches
occur. That is why it is assumed that in (9), , and
in (10), (separation principle holds). The first
lemma is used for the state feedback controller design procedure
and the second for the observer design procedure.
Lemma 1: Given some scalars and if

there exist some matrices , , , , ,
, and such that the LMIs (23) and (24) hold, then each

mode of the closed loop (9) with is exponentially
stabilized with the decay rate . The control gains are given
by . See (23) and (24) at the bottom of the page,
with

(25)

Lemma 2: Given some scalars and ,
if there exist some matrices , , , ,
, , and such that the following LMIs (26) and (27)

hold, then each mode of the observation error equation given in
(10) with is exponentially stabilized with a

(23)

(24)
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decay rate , shown in (26) and (27) at the bottom of the page,
with

(28)

Proof: Both proofs remain the same as for Theorem 1.
Only somematrix matrix manipulation and changes of variables
are added. For more details, similar proofs are in [15] and [32].

IV. GLOBAL STABILIZATION OF THE NCS WITH MINIMUM
DWELL TIME

The previous part was devoted to design the state feedback
controller and observer to ensure exponential stability while the
system does not switch. The present part givesmaterial to design
the switching rule of the controller guaranteeing stability along
with some performances. The main idea is to exploit the ability
of the controller to enlarge the delay by using buffer strategy
and avoid some switching occurrences. This feature permits to
respect some dwell time requirement for the global stability with
switches.

A. NCS Model

This subsection gives the global model of the NCS. This
model takes into account the interactions between the delay de-
tection problem, the switching buffer size and the observer. In
this part, there are no separation principle and the overall model
has to be taken into account. It is assumed that the controller
gains and are designed by using Lemmas 1 and 2 on the
non switching model for decay rates .

Let recall our NCS

(29)

With its controller

(30)

Remind that the controller switches as soon as a bigger delay
is detected but one can choose when it switch if the delay be-
comes smaller by increasing artificially the delay. The delay is
measured with some lag (takes at maximum if measured
on the measurement channel). Because of this lag and because
of the buffer size problem, four modes arise including two ad-
ditional modes when the estimated delay does not equal the real
one: mode, : The delays are in and are cor-
rectly detected. In this case, the small buffer is used and the
controller is in the mode . In that case, .
The controller gains, and , are designed for exponen-
tial stability with a decay rate . The equations of with

are given by

(31)

with , ,

.

mode, : The system was in then the delay
grows and belongs now in . The value is not detected yet by
the communication structure implying that the controller stays
in mode 1. This mode may be unstable since the controller gains

and are not designed for. Its decay rate is denoted by
and may be negative. The second effect is that the control

buffer is smaller than the communication delay, the observed

(26)

(27)
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control input and the plant control input are no more synchro-
nized during this period because . This mode
has a maximum dwell time since the delay detection takes less
than the maximum communication delay. The equation of
are

(32)

for , ,

, .

mode, : The system was in mode and
finally detect the correct value of the delay. The controller
switches to the mode 2. In that case, the buffer works again
properly, i.e., . The controller gains, and
, are designed for exponential stability with a decay rate .

The equations are

(33)

with , ,

.

mode, : The delay becomes smaller and be-
longs to but the controller does not switch to mode .
It waits to meet the dwell time condition. The control gain
is still applied for this mode since the delay is artificially kept
in . The observer gain keeps the system stable since if the
condition of theorem 1 holds for a given delay, it does also for
a smaller one. The global decay rate is noted as

(34)

for , ,

.

The four modes are summarized in the following figure where
the arrows represent the possible transitions, the only controller
transition is .
To summarize with being the sampling period

B. Global Stability Conditions

In order to avoid unstable switching sequences, a minimum
dwell time between the modes is computed here by using the
exponential stability property. The global stability of the system
will be studied by using the method of [17]. The LKF , ,
, and are, respectively, associated to the modes , ,
, and . A common structure is chosen

(35)

LKF are used to compute the decay rate of each modes and
a scale parameter between the modes

(36)

The following lemma provides conditions ensuring
for the considered sequence.

Lemma 3: The property

is guaranteed if the following conditions are satisfied:

(37)

The computation of the parameters and is done using
the following lemma which is a specific version of Theorem 1.
Lemma 4: Given some scalars and ,

, if there exist scalars
, matrices , and (

and ), , , , and (
and ) with proper dimensions, such that (37)–(39)
conditions hold then the system (IV-A) has positive functionals
(35) fulfilling (36)

(38)

(39)
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where (40)–(45) are shown at the bottom of the page, where
(46)–(51) are shown at the bottom of the next page, and, where

(52)

Since the NCS global model switches in a predetermined
order, the global performance/stability is achieved if all the
functionals decrease in every cycle. This gives the following
condition to ensure a decay rate over a complete cycle:

. This condition
is illustrated in Fig. 3. The following theorem gives the stability
conditions for a four-sequenced mode switching system.
Theorem 2: Consider a four-sequenced mode switching

model described in (IV-A). Given some scalars and ,
, if there exist scalars

, matrices , , and
( and ), , , , and

Fig. 2. Switch among four modes.

Fig. 3. Minimum dwell time: Small delay from to , then big delay from
to , switches at and .

( and ) with proper dimensions, such
that (37)–(39) and condition (53) hold for some then
the model (IV-A) is exponentially stable with the decay rate

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)
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(53)

Proof: Using the properties (36), it comes as shown in (54)
at the bottom of the page.
then if

(55)

Remark 5: There is always a solution to the problem of
finding the switch time in the two following cases:
1) even in the case of fugitive modes;
2) if the dwell time in mode is sufficient.
This result could be used to provide recommendation, in the
form of dwell time in mode to choose the network type
needed to achieved given performances.
Note that the conditions given in corollary 4 and in theorem

2 are not strictly LMI since the and the must be fixed.
A successive optimization of the parameters can be achieved to
get a compromise between high values of and low values .

(46)

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

(51)

(54)
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Fig. 4. Structure of the global system.

This optimization is possible since the conditions are harder to
satisfy when grows and decreases.
The global approach for the switching controller design is

summarized in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 1—Controller Design Steps:
1) Use lemmas 1 and 2 to compute the gains with given
performances for modes 1 and 2.

2) Use corollary 4 to obtain a compromise between the min-
imum and the maximum .

3) Implement the controller (7) by using the following
switching law:

if and
otherwise

(56)

where is extracted by applying the logarithm function
on the condition of theorem 2.

Remark 6: These results did not take into account the packet
dropout case for sake of clarity. Since the presented controller
does not detect packet dropouts, it is treated using [30] to com-
pute the worst case exponential decay rate for all modes. Re-
mark also that these results can be extended to more zones and
to the case where the control delay range is different from the
observer delay range.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments are done on two computers separated from
about 40 kilometers away (see Fig. 4). TheMaster program runs
on the remote computer with an advanced computing capability,
the Slave one on the local one which also communicates with a
light-inertia robot Miabot of the company Merlin by Bluetooth.

A. Structure of the Master

In order to implement the model for the remote control
system, a four-threads program is designed to fulfill the func-
tions of Controller and Observer in Fig. 4, while the explication
of all the parameters refers to [15]. These four threads are
concurrently working as shown in Fig. 5. (a) ConsThread is
a periodic thread which gets the set points of the trajectory.
(b) SenderThread is also a periodic thread which calculates
the control data and its appliance time and send it out to the
Slave. (c) ReceiverThread is a event-driven thread to receive
controls from the Slave. (d) ObserverThread task is periodic
and simulate the observers differential equations. It estimates
the present position and speed of the remote motor.

B. Structure of the Slave

The Slave does not need power computation abilities, because
it just needs to communicate with the Master and the Miabot.
As we can see from Fig. 6, this program is divided into two

Fig. 5. Structure of the Master.

Fig. 6. Structure of the Slave.

threads: ReceiveThread and SendThread. (a) ReceiveThread is
an event-driven thread which is activated by the control data
arrived from the Master. (b) SendThread is used to apply the
control to the Miabot as well as to get its real position, and then
send the data back to theMaster. As we need to apply the control
data at the time given by themaster, the buffer used is a list list_Y
where the packet are sorted by order of appliance.

C. Experimental Study

The model of the Miabot is derived experimentally. In order
to avoid saturation and nonlinear behaviors, the speed has been
limited to 2 m/s. The obtained model is given by (57). The state
value is composed of its position and speed, the control is the
value sent by Master

(57)

Some delay measurement has been done between the master
and the slave. During a day, the RTT (Round-trip-time=twice
the communication delay) measured using the ICMP (Internet
control message [25]) belonged to ms ms with an
average value of 52.37 ms. During the experimental time,
the delay was oscillating between an average value of 40 and
100 ms. Taking into account these information, considering
also the Bluetooth transmission delays (considered constant)
and the sampling delays, we take and

for the delay subset. Any packet data delayed
by more than 0.5 s is considered lost.
According to Lemma (1) and (2), the maximum exponen-

tial convergence ensuring the modes stability are: ,
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Fig. 7. Results of remote experiment.

, . The corresponding control gains
are too high to keep the speed lower than 2 m/s. To avoid actu-
ator saturation and nonlinear behavior when the robot speed is
too high, smaller gains are computed considering the following
values: , , , and .
The resulting gains and are given by

(58)
Remark 7: Note that speed related component of the control

gain has a positive value. This just mean that to keep the
system stability when the delay is high, it is needed slightly
degrade the performances of the system stable open-loop pole.
Once the gain are computed, the dwell time parameters

and are computed following these steps.
1) The values of and are maximized for fixed

, and , satisfying corollary four conditions.
2) are minimized using the criterion
for the obtained and LKF matrices, satisfying corollary
four conditions.

These steps lead to the following solutions:
. The global performance chosen is

chosen to only keep stability: .

D. Results of Remote Experiment

The result is shown in Fig. 7, in which the blue curve rep-
resents the set values; the green and red represent respectively
the robot’s estimated position and speed; the black corresponds
to the real position of the Miabot. Fig. 8 illustrate the corre-
sponding switched control signals from Master to Slave. The
red curve is the real control while the green and the black ones
are the controls calculated respectively for the two subsystems.
We can see the switch points according to the values of time-
delay. Fig. 9 depicts the variable global time-delays on the con-
trol communication channel and the corresponding switching
signal.
On Fig. 7, one can notice three kinds of step responses. The

first one corresponds to the case when the time-delay is greater
than 80 ms, only the second subsystem is active. In this case,
a decay rate is guaranteed. During the second step, only the
first mode is active because delays are small. The performances
are better: the response time is smaller since a decay rate of
is achieved. In the last kind of response, where a some switches
occur during the transient response. In that case, only the global
stability is guaranteed. At the moment ms ms , the

Fig. 8. Corresponding switched control.

Fig. 9. Corresponding variable time-delays and signals of switching.

Fig. 10. Performances analysis.

time-delay becomes small, but the switching strategy (56) does
not permit to switch back to mode 1 in order to guarantee the
global stability.
Remark 8: Notice that despite the fact that the observer is

based on delays measurements, it this keep a good estimation
on the present state of the slave.
The last figure (see Fig. 10) provides a performance

analysis in term of global decay rate over one cycle
. It is assumed that the

dwell time in the modes and are fixed to the max-
imum delay, i.e., . The figure gives the lower bound
according to the dwell time in the modes and . For

the controller dwell time condition is not satisfied
which leads to a possible unstable behavior. For
the performances are worse than and for ,
the performance tends to be the mean value of the decay rates

.

VI. CONCLUSION

A QoS-dependent controller has been presented to enhance
the performances of a NCS system based on switching gains.
This controller uses the time-stamps of packets to measure the
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communication delay and to synchronize the observer with the
plant. The resulting controller switches according to the delay
and a dwell time strategy ensures the global stability.
For the sake of clarity, only two intervals for the delay range

are considered to quantify the QoS but the conditions can be
easily extended to multiple intervals.
An experimental platform has been presented and illustrates

the results of the network-based control theory, showing the ef-
fectiveness of the dwell time strategy.
Possible extensions of this work are the use of more com-

plex switching law (for example with hysteresis), reducing the
conservatism of the conditions by considering output feedback
controller (the complexity is mainly due to the observer) or re-
leasing the constraints on the delays sets (taking different set for
the control channel and the measurement channel).
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